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Abstract 
Let V be a vector space having dimension /> 3 over an algebraically closed field k of 
characteristic 0. Quadruples of subspaces of V were classified by Gelfand and Ponomarev; 
more recently, Howe and Huang explicitly described the homogeneous ge,a~zrators E 
of the corresponding algebra of invariants. The purpose of this paper is to connect hese 
two theories ia *,he case where there is a non-decomposable quadruple, having non-zero 
defect, in the dimension class of the quadruples. We show that the non-deeomposables 
form an open orbit characterized by the non-vanishing of each E; furthermore, the 
SL(V)-orbit of a non-decomposable is completely dete~ mined by the values of the E. 
The orbit structure for decomposable quadruples where some F, does not vanish is more 
complicated but is completely described in three tables. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords: Quadruples of subspaces; Invariant heory; Orbits 
1. Introduction 
Gelfand and Ponomarev classified quadruples of subspaces in a finite-di- 
mensional vector space and found that this involves "roughly speaking, about 
one-half of the problems of linear algebra" [1 ] p. 174. More recently, Howe and 
Huang used representation theory and the modern symbolic method to des- 
cribe the invariant heory of four subspaces [3]. The purpose of this paper is 
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to see what information their invariants give concerning the Gelfand-Ponoma- 
rev classification. 
For a more precise description, we introduce some terminology, which will 
be explained more fully in Sections 2 and 3. Let k be an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic 0 and V be a vector space over k having dimension 
n t> 3. Let Gp,,, be the Grassmannian variety consisting of all subspaces of V 
having dimension p. Then Gp, ,~ can be realized as a projective variety contained 
in the projective space over AP( V); we denote the affine cone over  Gp, n by Zp. 
The object of this paper is the study of ~,p.q.,...~ = Zp x Zq x Z,. x Z,. in the case 
where the defect p + q + r + s - 2n is non-zero and there is a non-decompos- 
able quadruple of subspaces (El, E2, E3, E4) in Gr.,, × Gq.n × G,.,, × Gs,,,. The 
groups G=SL(V) and D=k*× k 'x  k*× k' act in the natural way on 
X,,:p.~.,...,.; thus, so does G~ = G x D. Two points in X,,:p.q.r..~ are in the same G~-orbit 
if and only if the corresponding quadruples of subspaces are equivalent under 
the action of GL(II). We sometimes say that a point x E X,,:p.q.,.., is non-decom- 
posable (resp. decomposable) if the corresponding quadruple of subspaces i . 
Howe and Huang showed that the algebra of G-invariants on Xn: p. q. r..,. is 
generated by four algebraically independent, homogeneous polynomials F~ 
which they described explicitly. We shall show (Section 3, Theorem 4) that 
( I ) the non-decomposables form an open G~-orbit in X,,:p.q.r..,. which is character- 
ized by the non-vanishing of each F~, (2) the G-orbits of non-decomposable 
quadruples in Sn;i,,q,,.,.~ are  completely determined by the values of the G-invari- 
ant functions. (When the defect is 0, the G~-orbit of a non-decomposable is not 
open.) The relationship between the invariant functions and decomposable 
quadruples i more complicated; the F, vanish for most decomposable quadru- 
ples, but do distinguish some and these are given in tables of Sections 4 and 5. 
The corresponding G- and G~-orbit structures are also described. 
Perhaps an analogy is appropriate. The coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomial of a matrix are similarity invariants which describe many basic 
properties of matrices, but are most effective for diagonalizable matrices. 
The Howe-Huang invariants effectively describe non-decomposable quadru- 
ples and give some information about others. 
I had intended to carry out this research with Rosa Huang, but her untimely 
death made that impossible. This paper is written in memory of her warmth as 
a colleague and her love and understanding for mathematics. The equivalence 
of statements (a) and (b) in Section 3, Theorem 4, is the answer to a question 
posed to Professor Huang by Gelfand. 
2. Four subspaces 
We begin with a review of some of the results in [1] or [2]. Let k be an alge- 
braically closed field of characteristic 0. Let P be a finite-dimensional vector 
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space over k. The subspace spanned by elements v~,..., v,. in P will be denoted 
by (vl , . . . ,  v,.). We consider systems S = {P; El, E2, E3, E4}, where each Ei is a 
subspace of P. The defect of the system S is defined to be p(S)= y~4 I
dim Ej - 2 dim P. The system S is said to be decomposable if there are sub- 
spaces Pj, j=  I , . . . , r  of P such that (i) P: ~ {0}, (ii) <gj P j=P,  and 
(iii) E, =q)/(EiOP/)  for each i=1,  2, 3, 4. In this case, we put 
Sj = {Pj;E1 f'IPj, E2 N~,E~ f~ Pj,E4 NP/} and write S=~ S~. It follows from 
the definitions that p(S)= Y~j p(Sj). If S is not decomposable, it is called 
non-decomposable. 
At the end of this section, we give the Gelfand-Ponomarev classification of 
the non-decomposable systems. Up to permutations of the four subspaces, the 
isomorphism classes ef  non-decomposables depend only on the dimension of 
P, the defect of the system and, in one case, a parameter in k. If dim P = 2m, 
the non-decomposable quadruples will be denoted by S(2m, p) where p = -1, 0, 
1; when p = 0 a parameter in k is also needed but this distinction is not neces- 
sary in what follows. If dim P = 2m + I, the non-decomposable quadruples are 
denoted by S(2m + 1, p) where p = 0, +1, +2. 
To any system S = { P; E~, E2, E3, E4}, we may associate another quadruple 
~+S S + {P~" + + + + --- = , E I , E 2 , } in the following way. Let P+ . . E 3 ,E  4 = {(Xl,X,,X~,X4): 
x iEE ;  for each i= l ,  2, 3, 4 and ~x,=0}.  For j= l ,  2, 3, 4, let 
E + = {(xl,x2,x3,x4) c P+:x/= 0}. We shall use the following facts which are .I 
proved in [1]. 
(GPI) [Theorem 2.16, p. 186]. I f  S is non-decomposable, then so is S ' .  
(GP2) [Theorem 2.3, p. 178]. I f  S=~ ,%. then S ~ =~,  S~ ~ .
(GP3) [Proposition 2.20, p. 189 and Proposition 2.22, p. 191]. Let S:-  {P; 
Ei,E,.,Ej,E4} be non-decomposable and suppose that S~ ~ {0}. Then dim 
P'  =~.  dim E , -d imP=dimP+p(S) ,  d imE ~/ =Y~,: /d im E, -d i rn  P 
and p(S ~ ) = p(S).  
(GP4) /]hi 1> l,S(2m + 1, -2)  ~ = S(2m - ! , -2 ) ,S (2m, -1 )  ~ =S(2m - i , -1 )  
and S(2m + 1, - 1 )~ = S(2m, - ! ). 
Proof. Applying (GPI) and (GP3), we need only show that each S + ~: {0}. In 
the case S(2m + 1,-2), the element (e,, ,-f , , ,  e,,,+l + f,,,,-(e,, + em+l )) is in P+. 
For both the other cases. (el,./i, O, -el - / i )  is in P+. [] 
Note on the Gelfand-Ponomarev classification [!], pp. 167-169. The non- 
decomposable system S(2m, - ! ) :  we take P to have a basis {el . . . . .  
e,,,, J l , . . . , f , ,}  and El = (e'~ . . . . .  e,,), E:: = (.li . . . . .  f,,), E3 = (e2 q-fi . . . .  ,era 
~-/;n-I), E4 ": (el '~-.fl . . . .  ,era ~-fm)- 
The non-decomposable system S(2m, 0); we take P as for S(2m,- l )  and 
Et = (el,...,e,,,), E2 = ~li,.. .fm), E3 := (el,e2 +./ i , . . . ,e, , ,  +f , ,  1), E4 = (el+ 
f j , . . . ,  e,,, + f,,). 
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The non-decomposable system S(2m, 0; k); we take P as for S(2m, -1) and 
E! = (el,... ,era), Ez = (fl,...fro), E3 = (el -t- 2fl,e2, +fl + 2f2,... ,era + fm-I 
q-21~ ), E4 "- (el + f l , . . . ,em +fro). 
The non-decomposable system S(2m, 1); we take P as for S(2m, -1) an:! 
El = (el , . . . ,em),  E2 = ( f l , . . . fm),  E3 = (el,e2 + f l , . . . ,em + fm-I; fm), E4 = 
(el +f t , . . . ,em + f,,,). 
The non-decomposable system S(2m + 1, -2); we take P to have a basis 
{ei , . . . ,e~,em÷l, f l , . . . , fm} with E~ = (el,. . . ,em), E2 = (fJ,...,fm), E3 = 
(e2 +fl, . . . ,em+l +fro), E4 = (el +f., , . . . ,e, , - i  +fro, era + era+l). 
The non-decomposable system S(2m + 1, -1); we take P as for S(2m + 1, 
-2) and El = (el,...,em,em+l), E2 = (fl,...,fm), E3 = (e2 +f t , . . . ,  e,,+~+ 
f , ) ,  E4 = (el + f l , . . . ,  em+ fro). 
The non-decomposable system S(2m + 1, 0); we take P as for S(2m + 1, -2) 
and El =(el, . . .  ,era,era+l), E,_ = ( f l , . . .  ,fro), E3 = (el,e2 +f i , . . .  ,e~+l+jm), 
E4 = (el + f l , . . .  ,era + fro). 
The non-decomposable system S(2m + 1, 1); we take P as for S(2m + 1, -2) 
and El = (el, . . .  ,era,era+l), E2 = ( f l , . . .  ,fm), E3 = (el,e2 + f l , . . .  ,em+l+fm), 
E4 = (el +f l , . . . ,em +fro,era+l). 
The non-decomposable system S(2m + 1, 2); we take P as for S(2m + 1, -2) 
and El = (el,... ,e,,,e,~+l), E_, = 0q,. . .  ,fm, e,,+l), E3 = (el,e2 + f l , . . .  ,era+l+ 
fro), E4 = (fl,ei + f~, . . .  ,em-i + f,,,em + era+l). 
3. The group action 
Let V be a vector space over k having dimension >i 3. Let A(V) be the ex- 
terior algebra on V where we denote the product operation by A. For an integer 
r with 1 <~ r <~ n, let At(V) be the subspace of A(V) spanned by all elements of 
the form vl A" 'Avr ,  v, E V. Let Zr be the Zariski closure in 
At(V) of {vl A'"Avr:V~ E V}. Let P(Ar(V)) be the projective space on 
A'(V). A non-zero point z E A~(V) determines a point [z] ~ p(Ar(V)). The im- 
age in P(A'(V)) of all the non-zero points in Z~ is the Grassmannian, G~, n, con- 
sisting of all r-dimensional subspaces of V. 
For integers p, q, r, s with, p >/q >/r I> s 1> i, let Xn;p,q,r, s - -  Zp >( Zq >( Z r X Z s. 
Let k[Xn:p,q,~] be the algebra of regular functions on Xn:p,q,~,.~. If x = (zl,z2,z3, 
z4) E Xn:p,q,~,s with each z~ ¢: 0, then the system { V; [zl], [z2], [z3], [z4]} will be de- 
noted by S~. 
Terminology: We shall say that X~:p,q,r,., isspecial if there is a point x E X,~p,q,r,s 
such that Sx is non-decomposable and has negative defect. 
Let G = SL(V). Then G acts on V, A(V), At(V), and Z,, the latter by g.  (vl 
^. . .^  vr)=gvl A'' "A gt'~. These actions give an action of G on Xn;p,q,r,s by 
g • (zl,z,.,z3,z4) = (gzl,gz:,gz3,gz4). For x E ~](n;p.q,r,s, we define the G-orbit of 
x to be G.x={g.x :  g E G} and the G-stabilizer of x to be 
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G~ = {g 6. G:g .x =x}.  Let D = {(a,b,c ,d) :a ,b ,c ,d  C k and abed ¢ 0}. Then 
the group D acts on )~,:p,q.~..~ by (a,b,e,d) .  (zl,z2,z3,z4)= (azl,bzz, ez3,dz4). 
This action commutes with the action of G and, so, gives an action of the group 
G! = G x D on X,~t,,q,~,s , namely, (g, (a,b,e,d)) . (zl,z2,z3,z4) = (agzl,bgz2, 
cgz3, dgz4). Let x and y C Xn;p.q,~,s; we note that there is an element g 6. GL(V) 
such that gS, = S:, if and only if there is an element g~ 6. G such that g~x = y. 
For x 6. X,~p.q,,.:, we define the Gi-orbit of x to be GI • x = {g. x: g E Gi } and 
the G~-stabilizer of x to be (GI)~ = {g 6. Gl: g .  x = x}. 
In general, we may assume in studying quadruples that the defect 
p + q + r + s - 2n is <~ 0. In fact (to sketch the argument), the Hodge *-oper- 
ator gives an isomorphism ~p : X,,:p.q.,.~ X,:,,_p.,,_q.,_,.,_s such that 
tp(g. x) = ~(g)~p(x) for all x 6. X,:p,q.~.~ where 0t is an automorphism of G (given 
in fact by g ~ 'g - t  relative to some basis of V). This shows that the algebras of 
G-invariants on X,,;p.q:,s. and X,,:,,_p.,,_q.,,_~.,,_, are isomorphic and also that the 
stabilizers of x and tp(x) are isomorphic. 
Lemma 1. Let S = { V; Et, E2, E3, E4} be non-decomposable with defect < O. I f  
g E GL(V) satisfies g.  Ei C EiJbr all i, then g = clv where Iv denotes the identi O, 
transJormation of K 
Proof. We give the inductive argument based on (GP4) for the system S(2n + 1, 
-2), the proofs for the other non-decomposable systems being almost identical. 
If n=l ,  we may assume that V has a basis {el, e2, j]} and that 
El = (el), E2 = 0c!), E3 = (e2 +J i  ), E4 = (el + e2). In this case, it is an easy 
exercise to prove the lemma and we omit the argument. In general, let dim 
V=2n + ! and let H = {g 6. GL(V): g .Ei C Ei for all i = 1,2,3,4}. We note 
that H ~ ell,: c E k*. An element g E H gives rise to a mapping g+ of the 
system S +=S(2n- I , -2 )={V + E~-, + + ; E 2,E 3,E~-} such that g+E~cE +, 
namely, g+(xl,x2,x3,x4) = (gx l ,gx2,gx3,gx4) .  By induction there is a d E k*, 
such that g+ =(d l )  + . The mapping g ---> g+ is a homomorphism which we shall 
show to be injective; thus, g =d lv .  
To show injectivity, suppose that g+ is the identity. For each i = 2 , . . . ,  n, the 
element (e i , f - t , - (e~ +f_ l ) ,0 )  is in V +. Since g+ is the identity, we see that 
gel=el and g f - i  =f - i .  Furthermore, since both (-e,,,f,,-(e,,+i +f , ) ,e ,+ 
e,,+l) and (el,f2, 0, - (el  +f2))  are in V ~, we see that ge,+l = e,,~l,gf, = f , ,  
and gel =el.  Thus, g = It. [] 
Lemma 2. (a) dim Z,. = r(n - r) + !. 
(b) Suppose that there is an x E X,,~;,,q,,...~ such tha: S~ is non-decomposable and 
has non-zero defect. Then (GI).~ is finite and the orbit Gi • x is open in X,,:p.q,r.~. 
Proof. Statement (a) is well known and can be found in almost any discussion 
of the Grassmannian, e.g. [4], pp. 14-15. To prove statement (b), we may 
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assume (using the remarks immediately preceding Lemma i) that the defect of 
Xn:p,q,r, s is negative. Let x E Xn:p.q.r. s be a point so that Sx is non-decomposable 
and let g~ = (g, t) E (GI)x with g E G and t E D. Then, g • S,. = S.,. and, by 
Lemma l, we see that g=c Iv  where c is an nth root of unity. Then 
t = (c-p, c-q, c-", c -~) so (Gl)x is finite. For each non-decomposable class, one 
checks that dim G! = dim X,:p.q,~..~. (For example, consider S(2n + l, -2).  The 
dimension of X2,,~l:,,.,,.,,.,, is 4(n(n + 1) + 1)= 4n 2 + 4n + 4=(2n  + 1) 2 
-1 + 4=dim G + 4= dim Gi.) It follows that the orbit Gl 'x  is open in 
X,,:p.q.~.~ since dim G~ • x = dim G~ - dim(G~)x = dim G~ = dim X,:p.q.,.~. [] 
We now look at the G-invariant functions on X,,:~,.,r,.,. A ftmction 
F e k[X,,:p.q.r.s] is homogeneous of  multMegree (~, [I, 7. ~) if F(azl, hz,, cz3, 
dz4) =a'~bl~c:'a~ ~ F(zt. z~. z3, ..'4) for all (a, b. c, d) E D and (zl. z,_, z~, z4) 
E X,,:p.q.r.~. Each of  the invariant functions F,. found by Howe and Huang is ho- 
mogeneous in the sense just described. In addition, for the cases corresponding 
to S(2m + 1, - 1 ) and S(2m, - 1 ), three of the F~ come from the ordinary exte- 
rior product. For example, consider S(2m + 1, -1)  with subspaces of  dimen- 
sion (m + 1, m, m. m). For x=(q ,  z,_, z3, z4) e ~,,+l:,,,,I.,,.,,,.,,, we define Fl_, 
to be z~ A z.,. 
Theorem 3. Let X,,:p.q.,..,. be specud. 
(a) The algehra k [X,,v,.q.,.., ]~; is a polynom kd a&ehra with.four genera tots Fi. ~ .  
F3,~. 
(i) X.,,,, i:,,.,,.,,.,, : (I' n= 2m + I, we nu 0` assume that deg Fi = (m, m + I, 
m+ l ,m+ I), degF ,= (m+ I ,m,m+ I . ,m+ I ) ,degF .~- (m+ I ,m+ 1, 
m, m + I ), deg 1:4 = (m + I, m + I, m + 1, m); (/'n = 2m, we may assume that 
deg Fi = (m ~- !, m.. m, m), deg F: = (m, m + I, m, m), deg/ '~ = (m, m, m + I, 
m), deg F4 = (m, m, m, m + 1). 
(ii) X.,,,:,,.,,,.,,,.,,,_l: we m~ o, assume that deg FI = (m - 1, m - !, m - 1, m), 
F2 = Fi,., F~ = Fi3, aml F4 = F,.3. 
(iii) ,~,,,, ~:,,,+ I.,,,.,,.,,: we mt(v assume that deg Fi = (m - I, m. m. m), F_, = FI2, 
F~ = FI3, and F4 = FI4. 
(b) The mapphtg./hnn X,,:t,,r,. ., to k 4 gieen hv x ---. (1 ~3 (x), F:(x). F3(x). F4(x)) is 
smjective. 
Proof. Statement (a) is in [3], Section 2. Statement (b) is from geometric 
invariant theory [7]. Theorem 3.5, p. 61 or [5], Theorem 1.1, p. 27. [] 
Note. Various permutat ion groups act on the special X,,.o.q.,.., simply by 
permuting the components.  For example, the permutat ion group on four 
letters, $4, acts on X_,,,+l..,,.,,.,,.,, by ~r • (zl. z2. z3, Z4)---- (Z~rl, --a2, ---3, Zer4) and on 
k[X,, ~ i:,,.,,.,,.,] by (a • F)(x) = F(a i . x). This action commutes with that of  G. 
Thus. $4 maps k[~, , ,  ~:,,.,,.,,.,,](; to itseit, in fact, by looking at the muitidegrees, 
we see that a--i . F, = F,~;. 
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Two remarks are in order before stating the next result. Let x = (:~, -2, -3, --4) 
E X,,:f,.q.,...~. (1) If some :~ =f  i, then each invariant function F,. which is homoge- 
neous of multidegree (:~, [h 7, 6) where ~, [~, ;,, 6 are all positive vanishes at x. (2) 
We shall show in the tables of Sections 4 and 5 that if S~ is decomposable, then 
at least one of the functions F~ vanishes at x. This will prove that statement (b) 
implies Ca) in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let X,,:t,.,i.,...,. be special. For a pohlt x = (zl.z2,z3,z4) E A,,:p.q.r..~, the 
following conditions are equil;alent: 
(a) the system S, is non-decomposable: 
(b) each F,.(x) ¢: O. where the F,.'s are as hi Theorem 3. 
I f  (a) or (b) hohts, then the orbit G .  x is close~L has dimension = dim G, and 
G . x = {y E X,,:p.,t.,...~: Fi(y) = Fi(x) for  each i= 1,2,3,4}. 
ProoL Suppose that S,. is non-decomposable. We saw in Lemma 2 that the 
orbit Gi x is open and dense in X,,:f,.q.,.,.. Now, each Fi is homogeneous so if some 
F~ vanishes at x, then it vanishes on the orbit Gi • x which is impossible. Hence, 
statement (a) implies (b). We also saw in Lemma 2 that G~ is finite if Sx is non- 
decomposable. Thus, dim G. x = dim G - dim G,. = dim G. 
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that G.x  = {yE X,,:t,.,~.,..~: 
E0') = E(x) for each i=  1,2,3,4}. We first give the argument for the case 
X2,,, i:,,.,,.,,.,,. Let v satisfy F,(y) = F~(.¥). Then, S,. is non-decomposable since state- 
ments (a) and (b) are equivalent. Hence, there is an element 
(g , (a .b .c ,d) )  E Gi = G × D with (a,b,c,d)g" x=y.  Each F~ is G-invariant 
and homogeneous Cwith multidegrees as in Theorem 3). From this we see that 
a=h=c=d.  Then, F.:((a,a,a,a)" .\')=aaimrF,(.x'~ and, so, a -'''~ l=  I. Choose 
b E k with b"=a and b-'"' i=  1. Then )'=(a,a,a,a)g..v =g'.x where 
g' = blrg E G = SL( Y). 
The case X,,,,, ~:,,,.,,,.,,,.,,, is almost identical. For A~,,,:,,,.,,,.,,,.,,, ~..we proceed as 
above and obtain (a ,h ,c ,d)g 'x  =y  with a"' I b"-'c"' ~d"= l .ab = I .ac= 1 
and &'= I. We wish to find a scalar z with :~-'" = 1, :'" = a = b = c and -'" - ~ = d. 
i ra= i, we take := lid and i fa=- l ,  we take -=- lh i .  [] 
In the language of group actions, the last statement in Theorem 4 says that 
the G-orbit of  a non-decomposable point x is separated, i.e., is determined by 
the values of the invariant functions. 
4. Decomposable quadruples: X2,,. ~:,,.,,.,,., 
Theorem 4, Section 3, describes the relationship between invariant functions 
oll X,,:t,.,j.,., and non-decomposable systems of subspaces. In this section, we 
shall see to what extent invariant functions distinguish those x E X2,,, t:,,.,,.,,.,, 
70 
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n=2m + l (m >>. 1) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
n = 2m (m >1 l) 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4~ 
S(2m, - ! )  • S(2m + 3. -1) 
=Ira-  i ,m,m,m]~[m+2,  m+ I ,m+ 1, m+ I]; 
Fj ;t 0, F_, =F~ = F4 =0; 
dim = 1, solvable. 
S(2m + 2, -1) • S(2m + 1, -1) 
=[m+ l ,m+ l ,m+ I, ml~[m,m,m,m+ l]; 
FtF2F.~ * O, 1:4 = O; 
finite. 
S(I,0) • S(2m, - i )  • S(2m + 2, - I )  
=[1, I, 0, 0] ~ [m - 1, m, m, m] • [m + I, m, m + I, m + 1]; 
E l ,  0, F, =F~ =F4 =0; 
dim = !, solvable. 
S(I,0) ~ S(2m + 1. -1) • S(2m + I, -1); 
= [l, l, 0, 0] $ [m, m, m + l. m] ~ [m, m, m, m + l]; 
FtF., ;tO, F, =F4 =0; 
finite. 
S(I,0) @ S(I,0) @ S(2m, - I )  • S(2m + 1, -1) 
=[ I ,  i , 0 ,0 ]~[1 ,0 ,  1 ,0 ]~[m-  l ,m,m,m]~[m,m,m,m+ 1]: 
Ft ;t0, F., =F3 = F4 =0: 
dim = I, solvable. 
S(I,O) ~ S(I,O) $ S(I,O) ~ S(2m, - I )  • S(2m, - I )  
=[I ,  l,O, Ol~)[I,O, 1,0]~[I,0,0, I]$[m-l,m,m,m] (~ [m-  I, re, m, 
m]; 
F~ ;tO, ~ =F,  =F~ :-0; 
dim = 3, semisimple. 
S(2m + 2, -1) $ S(2m - I, - ! )  
=[re, m+ l ,m+ l ,m+ l ]~[m,m-  1, m-  I ,m-  I]: 
F~ ;e 0, F., = E~ = F4 = 0; 
dim = I, solvable. 
S(2m, - I )  ~ S(2m + !, - ! )  
=[m,m.m.m-  I ]~[m.m.m,m+ I]: 
FIF,. F~ ;t O. 1;'4:0; 
fini',e. 
S(i:)) ~ S(2m + I, - I )  • S(2m - I, - l l  
: [0 ,  1,0, I ]~[n l ,  m,m+ I ,m]~[m,m-  I ,m-  i ,m-  1]: 
Fi ;t 0,/7., = F~ = F~ = 0: 
dim = l, solvable. 
S(I,0) ~ S(2m, - I )  ~ S(2m, -1) 
=[0, 0, I, 11 • [m, m, m - I, m] ~ [m, m, m, m - I]: 
FtF., ;t 0, F~ = F4 =0; 
finite. 
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(5) 
(6) 
SO,0) (~ S(I,0) • S(2m, -1) (~ S(2m - 1, -1) 
=[0,1,0,  l ]~[0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ]~[m,m,m,m-  I ]~[m,m-  l ,m-  !, 
m- 1]; 
Fi * O, F2= F3 = F4 =O; 
dim = 1, solvable. 
S(I,0) @ S(I,0) • S(I,0) (9 S(2m - 1, -1) ~ S(2m - 1, -1) 
= [0,1, 0,1] ~ [0,1,1, 0] ~ [0, 0, 1, l ]~[m,m-  l ,m-  1, m-  1] 
~[m, rn-  l ,m-  l ,m-  1]; 
F~ * 0, F2 = F3 = F4 =0; 
dim = 3, semisimple. 
for which Sx is decomposable. Our main results are given in Table 1 where we 
list all cases where either F~ , 0 or FIF2 ~ 0 or FIF,_F3 ~ O. All other cases 
where some F~ ~: 0 can be obtained from those listed by applying a suitable per- 
mutation in $4. In each case, we give the decomposition of Sx, the dimensions 
of the four subspaces constituting each component, he values (zero or non-ze- 
ro) of the F/s at x, and finally a description of the connected component of the 
identity in Gx; our proof will show that this is also the connected component of 
the identity in the stabilizer ofx in GL(V). Those stabilizers which are listed as 
being solvable are not diagonalizable, i.e., have non-trivial unipotent radical. 
In this section, we shall write X,, instead of X2,+ l :n., , . , , . , , .  Also, we should note 
that each F~ is homogeneous of positive degree; thus, if x = (z~ ,z2,z3,z4) ~ X,, 
with some -i = 0, then each Fj(x)= 0. We shall always exclude such x in what 
follows. 
In the rest of this section, we will give the proofs of the facts above. 
Lemma 1. let  S= {V; EI,E2,E3,E4} be decomposable, say S=~,. Sr, where 
dim V=2n+ 1 ) 3 and d imEi=nforeach  i= l, 2, 3, 4. Then, there is a 
proper, non-zero subspace L of V such that (2n+l) dim (L fq El) > n dim L for 
each i= 1, 2, 3, 4 if at least one of the Sr'S is of the form (i) S(2il + 1, p) where 
h > 0 andp= -2,  O, 1, 2 or (ii) S(I, p) where p = -2,  !, 2 or (iii) S(2j, p) where 
p = O, 1 or (iv)four or more of the Sr's have the form S(I,0). 
Proof. We shall make use of the description of non-decomposable systems 
given at the end of Section 2. First, then, suppose that some 
I ¢ I Sr = {P;E~,EE, E3,E'4} has the form S(2h + 1, p) where h > 0 and p=0,  l 2 
Let {el, . . . ,  eh, eh+l, f t , . . . ,  f~ } be a basis of P. The classification shows that we 
may assume ffl has a basis wbich contains {el,...,eh},E~ a basis which 
contains {f l , . . .  ,fh }, E' . . . ,  3 a basis which contains {el,e2 +f l ,  eh +fi,-I}, and 
E 4 a basis which contains either {el +f l , . . . ,eh  +fi,} or {fl,el +f2. - . . ,  
eh-I +fh}. Let L = (el,... ,eh,f l , . . .  ,j~). Then L satisfies the desired inequal- 
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ity since (2n + 1) dim(L ¢q El) >>, (2n + I)h > n • 2h = n dim L. This proves 
statement (i) except when p =-2 .  
Similarly, if some Sr = {P; E'~, E', E~, E~} has the form S(2j, p) where p = 0 or 
i, we put L = P. According to the classification results, each of the subspaces 
E/ has dimension ~>j. Hence, the desired inequality holds since 
(2n + 1) dim(L N E,) >/(2n + l)j > n • 2j = n • dim L. This proves Off). 
To prove (ii), suppose that some S~ { • , r ,  r ,  r ,  : ~ ,E l ,~2,~3, . .~4} wheredim V~=I 
and dim Ei=O or 1. If {v} spans V~ and E~, we shall denote the spaces V,. 
and Ei simply by v. Now, suppose that o(SA = 2, i.e., S,. = {v; v, v, v, v}. We 
put L = (v); the desired inequality holds since (2n + 1) dim 
(L fq Ei)/> (2n + 1) > n = n dim L. Next, suppose that p(S,.) = 1 and that 
S~= {v; v, v, v, 0}. Let : be any non-zero element in E4. Putting L = (t,,z), 
we see that the desired inequality holds since (2n +1)d im(L  n E~)>t 
(2n + 1) > 2n = n dim L. This proves (ii) except when p =-2 .  
Next, we prove statement (iv). Let us suppose that S~, S_,, $3 have the form 
S(I,0) but that there is no proper, non-zero subspace L of V such that 
(2n + 1) dim (L N E~) > n dim L for each i=  I, 2, 3, 4. We may assume that 
St = Iv; v, v, 0, 0}. Then S, cannot have the form {w; 0, 0, w, w} for in such 
a case the subspace L = (v, w) satisfies the inequality. Furthermorc, S,. cannot 
be of the form {w; w, w, 0, 0}. F~r if this is so, then V = (t,) ® (w) ® W, where 
W= ~S,. for certain r. Then dim W= 2n - 1. Since W contains the n-dimen- 
sional subspaces E3 and E4, there is a non-zero vector z ~ E3 n E4. Then, 
L = (v,z) satisfies the inequality. This shows that S,. and S~ must be chosen 
l¥om among the following four forms: (!) {w: w, 0, w, 03, (2) {w; w, 0, 0, 
w}, (3) {w: 0, w, w, 0}, (4) {w; 0, w, 0, ~t}. In fact, the only possible pairs where 
a subspace L satisfying the inequality does not exist are {(!), (2)}, {(!), (3)}, 
I(2), (4)3, or {(3), (4)3. Once such a pair is chosen, "~ny other S,. of the form 
S(I, 0) would result in a subspace L satisfying the inequality. 
To conclude the proot; we return to (i) and (ii) in the case one of the summ- 
ands appearing in S has the form S(2h + 1, -2). We have p(S)= Z,.p(SA. If 
S(2h + !, -2) appears, then by what we have already proven, the only possibil- 
ities for the other Sr are S(I, 0). However, since each E, must have dimension ~,~, 
L must exist according to the argument given for (iv). [] 
Lemma 2. Let x = ( : i , :2, :3, '4)  E X,,,S.,. = {V:E I ,E2 ,E3 ,E4} and suppose that 
there is a proper, non-zero subspace L of V such that (2n + 1) dim (L N 
E~) > n dim L for each i= l, 2, 3, 4. Then each F/(x) = O. j =l ,  2, ~, 4. 
Proof. Let {el . . . .  e2,,~ z} be a basis for Vwhere {el . . . .  ,el, } is a basi3 tbr L. For 
I ~<./~< 2n + 1, let L i = (el . . . . .  ei) so L=Lt,.  Let 2 be the one-parameter 
subgroup c,f G given by 2(a)ei = a 2''~1 -t'ei fo r /=  1,. . .  ,p and ;,(a)ei = a-I'ei 
for i = p + 1 . . . . .  2n + !. We will show that each 2(a)..-i converges to 0 as a ~ 0. 
Then 2(a) • x ---> 0 and ~(x) = lira,, .o ~(2(a) .  x) = 0. 
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The subspaces E; n Li,  E, n L2, . . . .  E; flL2,,~t have dimensions which m- 
crease by at most 1, i.e., dim (E, n L;, ~) <<, dim(E; ¢q L;) -4- i. Thus, we may find 
a basis {vl ..... v,,} of E, having the form r, = anet +. . .  +a,,.~,~e,.l; ~ where 
aim) ~ 0 and 1 <~ r(1) < ... < r(n) <~ 2n + 1. Then. 2(a)r~ A.-- A v,, ~ 0 if and 
only if 2(a)e,.l~ I A- . .  A e~!, I ~ 0. If r(i) <~p, then 2(a)e,vl = a2"+l-;'e,.ui while if 
r(i) > p, then 2(a)e,.l;l = a-Petal. The number of r(i) which are ~<p is precisely 
dim (Lp n Ei). Since (2n + 1) dim (Lp n E;) > np, by assumption, we see that 
2(a)v~ A. . .  A v,, ---, O. [] 
Let x = (zi,z2,z3,z4)E Sn with S, decomposable and suppose that some 
Fj(x) ~0.  Now, S,=~, .  Sr with each S,. non-decomposable and, so, 
-2 - -p (SO = S,. p(S,.). Applying Lemmas i and 2, we see that St must have 
one of the following forms: S(2 j , - I )  ~ S(2h + 1,-1); S(1,0) @ S(2j, - I )  
S(2h, -1); S(I,0) ~ S(2j + 1,-1) @ S(2h + 1,-1); S(I,0) ~ S(I,0) @ S(2 j , - I )  
S(2h + 1,-1); S(l,0) @ S(1,0) @ S(l,0) @ S(2j, -1)  @ S(2h, -1); S(1.0) 
S(I,O) @ S(I,O) ~9 S(2j  + 1,- 1 ) @ S(2h + 1,- 1 ). This list can be reduced further 
by applying the following argument to each case. Suppose, for example, that 
S,. = S~2j,-I) @ S(2h + I , - ! )  where j + h =n and n =2m + 1. According to 
the classification scheme tbund by Geifand and Ponomarev, we may assume 
that the S(2j,- I) component has a basis {el ..... e;, .[i,. . .,l) }, the S(2h + 1,- I)  
component has a basis {vi, . . . .  Vh, r;,, I, wl . . . . .  w;,} and El = (e2 +.I] . . . . .  e;+ 
f , _ , .v , ,  . . . .  vh.v, , , , ) ,  E2=(e  . . . .  e , ,w,  . . . . .  . , , ) ,  E3=( / ;  . . . . . .  / ; . r _ .+w,  . . . . .  
Vh~l + Wh), E4 = (el + . l i ,  . . . .  e ,+ .l), vt + wl . . . . .  vh + wh). Let a and h be any 
"t , '  "I 
elements in k so that a-;b-;" ~ = 1 and let g ~ G be given by ,-,°" e ; -ae , ,  
g " f  =a[i,  g- t )= br/, g 'w i = bw/ for all i and .j. Now, Ft is homogeneous 
of multidcgree (m, m+ !, m+ I, m+ I). If F~(x)~:0, then 
F~ (x) = Fl(g.  x) = (a'-Jbl"m)'"(a'hh)3""~Fl(x). Thus, (.)a 4''i' 3j '"h 4"'h' 3h,,,, = I 
whenever a2Jb 2~'' ~ = 1. We raise this last equation to the (2m + l)st power 
and divide this into (*) to see that a ' 'b  h ' '  ~= 1. it follows that 
(j" - m) / (2 j )  = (h - m - l ) /(2h + 1). Using the fact that h = 2m -t- I - j ,  we 
see that j = m and h = m + 1. Similarly, when j = m and h = m + 1. we see that 
the equations generated for F,, i = 2, 3, 4. have no solution so each hi(x) = 0 for 
i = 2, 3, 4. Applying this argument in all the cases gives the listing in the Table 
and the fact that the F, listed as being zero are, indeed, zero. We also need to 
show that the F, listed as being non-zero are, in fact, non-zero. But, for the mo- 
ment we postpone that and look at the stabilizers. 
Lemma 3. The stabilizers are as hi Tahh, I. 
Proof. In case dim V = 5, this can be checked by a direct calculation. It is worth 
noting that in each case here, G,. is also the connected component of the 
identity in the stabilizer of x in GL(F). In general, we proceed by an inductive 
argument which we first illustrate with case (1). Let n = 2m +1 so that 
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S = S(2m, - 1 ) • S(2m + 3, - 1 ); we choose bases for S(2m, - 1), S(2m + 3, - 1 ), 
and the E~ as in the paragraph prior to this lemma. Then 
S +=S(2m, -1)  +®S(2m+3, - I )  +=S(2m- I , - I )OS(2m+2, - I )  is of 
type (1) for n = 2m. Let GL(V)x be the stabilizer of x in GL(V) and let 
g E GL(V)x. Since gE~ C E~ for each i = 1, 2, 3, 4, g gives rise to a mapping g+ 
of S + such that g*E~ + c E~-, namely, g+(zl,zz,z3,za)= (gzl,gz2,gz3,gz4). 
Furthermore, this mapping from GL(V)x to GL(V +) is an injective homo- 
morphism of ~,lgebraic groups. Indeed, the first fact follows from an argument 
similar to that given in the proof of Lemma 1, Section 3; the second fact 
follows from the identification of (S+) * with (S *) - [1], Theorem 2.3, p. 178. 
Thus, by induction, we have dim GL(V).,-~< 1. It remains to be shown that 
GL(V)x contains a one-dimensional subgroup (and, in fact, by injectivity it 
suffices to do this when n = 2m + 1). To this end, let g be the identity on 
• , ~- ,m+ IS(2m + 3, - l )  and for i= 1, 2,.. m, put gel = ei + j=l aijwj, gfi =f i+  
Y~lbij(t,j+l + wj). Obviously, gE2 C E2 and gE3 C E3. For gE4 C E4 to be true 
gives m + 2 linear homogeneous equations in the 2m(m + 1) unknowns aij, b~]. 
The requirement that gEl C El gives (m + l)(m - I) more equations. Thus, 
dim GL(V)x >>. 2m(m + 1) - m(m + 2) - (m - l)(m + 1) = 1. 
A similar argument applies to (3). For cases (5) and (6), the injectivity of the 
mapping g --. g+ holds as above. In both cases, the stabilizer can be written 
down explicitly. For example, suppose that n = 2m + 1. Let x be of type (5); 
we may assume that El=(V,w, e2+ft,...,em+fm-l,V2+Wl,..., U/+I 
+Win), E2 = (v, el - , co ,  +.f,,,vl + wl . . . .  ,Vm + W,,), E3 = (w, f l , . . . ,w f , ,  
Wl, . . . ,  W,,,), E4 = (el, . .  ,',,, vl . . . .  , v,,, ~), Define g by ge~ = ei + bvi, 
gl~ = ./~ + bw~ for i = 1,2 ..... m and gv~ = vi, gw, = w~. When x is of type (6), 
we may take El = (v,w,z,e, +,ti . . . .  ,e,, + f,,,-i, v.~ + Wl,.. .  ,v,, + w,,,_t), E, = 
(t',et . . . . .  e,,,Vl, . . . .  v,,), E3 = (w, j i , . . . , f , , , ,wt , . . . ,w,n) ,  E4 = (z, el +J] , . . . ,  
em 4"fro, vj + wl, . . . .  -v,,  + w,,). Define g by gei= aei+ bvi,gf = a f  + bwi, 
gv,. --= ce~ + dye, gwi = qf, + dw~ for i = 1,2 ... . .  m where ad - bc = 1. [] 
]'he following result will greatly simplify several calculations. 
Lemma 4. (a) [6] Theorem Y, p. 51. Let V be an affine variety and let Fbe a non- 
erupt), closed subset ~'  V. I f  I,'-F is affine, then F is pure of codimension 1. 
(b) [8]. Let G be a reductive algebraic group and let H be a closed subgroup of 
G. Then, GIH is a ffine (f and only ( [H  is reductive. 
We now must show that the invariant functions claimed to be non-zero are 
actually so. The mapping n:  X,, ~ k 4 given by n(x) = (Fi (x), F2(x), F3(x), F4(x)) 
is surjective by Theorem 3(b), Section 3 Let n = 2m + l, let (a, b, c, d) E k 4 with 
abc # 0, d = 0 and suppose that n(x) = (a, b, c, d). According to Theorem 4(b), 
Section 3, S,. cannot be non-decompcr, able. The only possibility in Table 1 for 
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x is given by case (2) so we may conclude that Fl(x)F2(x)F3(x) ¢ 0. A simila~ 
argument holds for case (4) and, also, when n = 2,~1. Now, let a c k, a ~ 0. 
The fiber, n-I(a, 0, 0, 0), contains a closed G-orbit (which means that the stabi- 
lizer must be reductive by Lemma 4). The only possibility is case (6) so 
Fi (x) -¢ 0 when Sx is of this type. 
This leaves cases (l), (3), and (5) for which we must show that FI is non-ze- 
ro. An argument for this which uses the G~-orbit structure on X,, is given in 
Note l, below. Here, we give a computational proof. The F, are given in terms 
of the meet and join operations in Section 6 of [3]. Using these expressions, we 
shall check the case n = 2m + !, (1). The other calculations are carried out in a 
similar way and are omitted. Let us take bases for the four subspaces as fol- 
lows: El = (e? +f l  . . . . .  e,,, +f,, , - I .vl  . . . .  v,,,+z),Ez = (e l  . . . . .  era, w , , . . . ,  w , ,~- i ) ,  
E3 = ( f l , . . . . f , , , vz  + wl, . . . , t ; , ,~.2 + w,,,+l), E4= (el +f l  . . . . .  em + f , , . l ' l+Wl .  
. . . .  v,,+~ + w,,+~). The meet and join ope~'ations will be denoted by ^ and v, 
respectively (as in [3], but not in agreement with our usage above). Then 
FI = +(E4 v E3 A E_, V E~A')E4 V E3 A E,_. It will be convenient to make the fol- 
lowing definition. Given a sequence a~, i = 1 . . . . .  N. we define the A-operator 
in the usual way, namely, Aa~ = a~-a~__~ and obtain a new sequence 
Aa~, i = 2 . . . .  ,N. Now, we work our way through the calculation. When we 
reach E4 for the (r + l)st time, we obtain (e~ +./ i ) . . . (e, , ,_ ,+ 
fm_, . ) [A"( t ' ,+w~): i=(r+l ) ,  . . . . (m+l ) ] .  We have used the fact that 
A"(v, +wi) - A"(vi + w, I )  = A"(wi - wi-i) = A"~lw, .. Thus, the last E4 gives 
A"'(v,, ~l + w,,,~ i). Concluding the calculation, we obtain +!. 
We next extend Table I to include in|brmation about the G- and G~-orbits 
of each type and their closures. Some terminology and notation will help in this 
process, l fx E X,, is such that S, is of type (i), ! ~< i <~ 6 in Table 1, we shall usu- 
ally say that x is 0t" type (i). Also, we shall usually denote the G-orbit (resp. G~- 
orbit) of x by G.( i )  (resp. Gl ' ( i ) )  and its closure by c l(G.( i ) )  (resp. 
cl(G~ • (i)). (There are, of course, infinitely many G-orbits of type (i) and only 
one G~-orbit.) We begin with G-orbits. It is worth noting that any two G-orbits 
of the same type, say G.x and G?,, have the same dimension since there is an 
gt E G~ such that g~.x =y.  
Theorem 5. f i x  is o f  O'pe (2). (4) or (6), then the orbit G " x is closed. I f  x is o f  
type (1), (3) or (5), then cl(G • ( i))= G.  (i) U G" (6). 
Proof. We begin by noting that (i) G-invariant functions are constant on G- 
orbits and their closures and {ii) if a G-orbit G " x is closed, then G,- must be 
reductive (by Lemma 4(b)). By (i), then, G-orbits of those x having type (2) 
(resp. (4)) must be closed since such x are the only points having three (resp. 
two) of the Fi's non-zero. Furthermore, since G-orbits of type (6) have the 
smallest dimension of any listed in the table, it follows from (i) that they are 
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also closed. By (ii), thc G-orbits of x having type (!), (3) and (5) cannot be 
closed since their stabilizers are not reductive. By (i), their closures cannot 
contain G-orbits of type (2) or (4). Since the closure of any G-orbit must 
contain a closed G-orbit, we see that G-orbits of type (1), (3) or (5) must 
contain a G-orbit of type (6). Finally, since the G-orbits of types (1), (3) and (5) 
all have dimension = dim G - i, none of these is contained in the closure of the 
G-orbit of another. [] 
To describe the structure of the G~-orbits, we first need to look at stabilizers. 
Lemma 6, I.fS~. is ofo'pe ( I ), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), then dim (GI).,. = 2, I, 3, 2, 4, 6, 
re,~7~ectieely. Furthermore, (['S~. is of o'pe (2), (4), (6), then (Gi )x is reductit,e: the 
other stabilizers are not re~htctire. 
Proof. First, a direct calculation shows that these statements hold when 
dim V = 5. in general, we give the details of the proof only for the tyDe ~/1) case, 
the others being similar. Let S, .={V; El, E,_, E3, E4} and let 
H={gE G:gEi c Ei}. The groups (Gi)~- and H are isomorphic via the 
mapping (g, t) ~ g. On the other hand, any element g in H gives rise to a 
mapping g~ of the system S ~ and the homomorphism g-- ,  g+ is injective 
according to an argument similar to that given in Lemma 1, Section 3. Since 
g~E,~c Ei ~, we see by induction that dim(Gl), ~<2. We need to show that 
dim(Gi ),. /> 2. 
We have seen that d im(G,)= I. Let g C GL(P) be defined by ~lt, on the first 
component of the direct sum in S, and [lip on the second. The conditioh that g 
have determinant I gives fl in terms of ~. Furthermore, an element ~,- D may 
be chosen in terms of :~ so that (g, t) stabilizes x. This shows that the Gt-stabi- 
lizer of x has dimension 2. [] 
Since dim (G~ . x) = dim Gi - dim(Gi )x. Lemma 6 shows that the orbits of 
elements x such that S, is of type (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) have dimensions 
dim Gt -2 ,d im GI - l ,dim Gi -3 .  dina GI -2 ,d im GI -4 .  dim (h -6 ,  res- 
pectively. 
Theorem 7. The onh' rehtthms between the chJsures o/'the GI-orbits of x listed hi 
TaMe 1 are as follows. 
(a) The ch~sm'e of an orbit 
(b) Tile ch~slo'e of'an re'hit 
(c) 7he ('h:.,'ure o.['an orhit 
(d) Tile chJsto'e o]'mt orbit 
(e) Tile ch~sltre of an orhit 
o.f o'pe (I) contains an orhit ,~f type (3). 
of type (3) contains an orbit of type (5). 
o.f t.Vl,e (5) contains an orbit 0[" O'pe (6). 
of type (2) contahts orbits of O'pe ( 1 ) and (4). 
qf type (4) ('ontahls an orbit q/'tyt~e (3). 
Proof. The proofs of statements (a)-(c) and the second statement in (d) are 
almost identical so we shall give details only for (a) and when n = 2m + I. 
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According to the Lemma 2(b). Section 3 the orbit of a non-decomposable 
having non-zero defect is open in its dimension class. Now let x E X,, Ize such 
that S,. is of type (1). That is, St = S(2m,  - 1 ) ~ S(2m + 3. - ! ) where the four 
subspaces in the first component have dimensions m - 1, m. m, m and in the 
second m + 2, m + 1, m + !, m + 1. Let w be any point in X2,,,+3:,,,-~Z.,,,+l.m-~ I.m ÷ I 
with S,,, = S(2m + 3, -1 ). By the lemma just cited, the orbit of w contains in its 
closure the point z with S_- = S(1,0) 0) S(2m + 2, -1 ) where the subspaces in the 
first component have dimension I, I, 0, 0 and in the second m + I, m, m + 1, 
m + I. Similarly, let u = (tq, u?., u3, u4) E X2,,,:,,-I.,,,.,~.,, be such that S, is non- 
decomposable. There is a morphism t: X'_,,+3:,,,~_.,,,+l.m~ I.,,,-~ I ---' X,, of the form 
(7.1,Z2,23,24) ~ (ZI A lll.22 A 112,23 A//3,24 A U4). It follows that if j, is of  type 
(3), i.e., S, = S(2m, - 1 ) ~ [S(l. o) ,~ S(2m + 2. - 1 )]. then y E cl(Gl • x). 
In the rest of the proof, we shall use the fo;lowing consequence of Lemma 
4(a): if (G~), is reductive, theo each of the irreducible components of 
cl(G~ • x) - Gi "x has codimension 1 in cl(G, • x). Also, we shall work in the 
open subvariety X,', = {x E X,,: !q ¢ 0} of X,,. According to Table 1, there are 
only finitely many G~-orbits on X,',, namely those of types ( 1 )-(6). 
Now, we prove statemem (e). First, by an argument just like that given in 
the first paragraph, we may prove that the closure of an orbit of type (4) con- 
tains an orbit of type (5). Thus, if x is of type (4), then F~ does not vanish on 
cl(G~ "x) - Gi • x. According to the preceding paragraph, then, F~ does not 
vanish on some component of codimension I in cl(Gt • x) - Gt • x. This com- 
ponent is the closure of an orbit which, by the dimensions given in Lemma 6. 
must be of type (3). This proves (e). 
To prove that the closure of an orbit of type (2) contains orbits of type ( 1 ), 
we tirst recall that (by Lemma 2, Section 4) the orbit of any non-decomposable 
.v is open and dense in X. and (6~), is linite. By Lemma 4. each component of 
the boundary mu,a have codimension 1. This component is the closure of a Gt- 
orbit which must be of type (2) according to Lemma 6. Now, statement (d) fol- 
lows immedi~tely. 
Dimension considerations ow show that the containmeqts li ted in the the- 
orem are the only possible ones. I--1 
Note I. We now show that Ft does not vanish for Gi-orbits of types (I), (3) and 
(5). We saw earlier tlmt Fi does not vanish at Gi-orbits of type 16). Then. from 
Theorem 4, parts (a)-(c), the desired result Ibllows at once. 
Note 2. if dim V= 3, the only possible entries in the table occur for types (2) 
and (4). The statements made above for the G- and Gt-orbit types remain irue 
by exactly the same arguments. 
We illustrate the containment relationships given in Theorem 7 by the fol- 
lowing chart where the closures of the orbits of types on the various lines con- 
taitz the orbits of those below them. 
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( 2 ) ~  
(1 )~ ' -~(3)  ~ 
I 
(5) 
I 
(6) 
(4) 
One further comment about these relationships i also in order. We recall that 
the permutation group $4 acts on X,, in the natural way. Then, an orbit of type 
(2) is stable under any permutation of the first three subspaces whereas orbits 
of type (41 are not. A calculation shows that the closure of an orbit of type (2) 
actually contains 3 orbits of type (4). Similarly, an orbit of type (4) contains 2 
orbits of type (3). 
5. Decomposable quadruples: X2m, I:m~ I.m,m,m aad X2m:m,m,m,m_ ! 
In this section, we consider the cases X.,,,+ ~:,,,~n.,,,.,,.,,, and X2,,,:,,.,,,.,,,.,,,_~ The 
proofs here (identical in the two cases) are similar, but easier, than those given 
in Section 4. In each case, we take the four generators of the algebras of invari- 
ants as in Theorem 3, Section 3. Thus, F~ is homogeneous of multidegree (a, b, 
c, d), where each of the a. b. c, d is positive. The other F,'s are given in terms of 
the product operation in the exterior algebra nd. so, vanish precisely when the 
two subspaces in question have a non-zero intersection. Tables 2 and 3 list all 
Table 2 
X~-n l  • I ;Ill + I . I l l  I l l ,#O 
( I )  S( 
{2) S{ 
(3) S( 
1.0) ~ S(2m,-I) 
= [ I ,0 ,0 ,  l ]~[m,m.m,m-  I]: 
Ftl~lr"~ # 0, F4 ---- O; 
finite. 
I , I l l  ~ S(I,( I) eb S(2m - ! , -  I ) 
- [ I .  ( I ,  I I ,  I1 ~ I1, I), I ,  O] $ [ i l l  - I ,  i l l .  i l l  - I ,  m - I l; 
tinite. 
1,0) ~ S{I , l l ]  $ S(l ,OI $ S{2m - 2, - I )  
: :[ I .  O, O, 1] @ [ I ,  l), I. I l l  @ [ I ,  1, O. O] ~ [m - 2, i l l  - i ,  #it - 1, m - 
lg * (I, lg  lg  1:4 • li: 
Ihl i ie.  
I1: 
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Table 3 
X2m:m,m.ra,m- 1 
(1) 5"( 1,0) @ S(2m - I, - 1 ) 
= [0 ,1 ,1 ,0 ]@[m,m-  I ,m-  I ,m-  i]; 
F,F,_F3 # 0,F4 =0; 
finite. 
(2) S(I,O) • S(I,O) • S(2m - 2, - i )  
=[0, 1, 1 ,0 ]~[ ! ,0 ,  1 ,0 ]q~[m-  l ,m-  I ,m-2 ,  m-  I]: 
F~ # 0,/7~F4 =0; 
finite. 
(3) S(I,O) • S(I.O) ~ S(l.O) • S{2m - 3. -1) 
= [O , l , l ,O] (9 [ l ,O , i ,O]~[ I . l ,O ,O]q) [m-2 .  m-2 .  m-2 .  m-  1]: 
Ft #0, F2 F3F4 =0; 
finite. 
those cases when F~ ¢: 0; otherwise, we follow the conventions of Table 1 in 
Section 4. 
We prove that the table is correct in several steps. 
(1) The only possibilities for S~ when Fi (x) # 0 are listed in Table 2 (up to a 
permutation of the last three components of xL 
ProoL Suppose that Fl (x) :A 0, that Sx is decomposable and that one of the 
terms appearing in the decomposition of Sx into non-decomposables is 
S(2h + l, l). We first suppose that the four subspaces occurring in S, have 
dimensions h + l ,h + l,h + l,h, respectively. Let Vi be the corresponding 
subspace of V and let V = ~ @/I2 be the decomposition of V corresponding to
the decomposition of Sx into S{2h + l, l) and other components. Let a and b 
be any non-zero scalars uch that a2h+lb 2'n-2h = I. We define a corresponding 
element g E SL(V) as follows: on Vl, g is scalar multiplication by a and on V,, 
g is scalar multiplication by b. Since g c: SL(V),  we have F l (gx)= Fl(x). 
However, Fi is homogeneous of multidegree (m - I. m. m, m) fi'om which we 
see that am-h-lb h-am = I. Thus, (m - h - l)/(2h + l) = (h - 3m)/(2m - 2h) 
and 2m 2 + 2mh + m + h - 0, which is impossible. A similar argument applies 
when the subspaces in S~ occur in the order h, h + l, I1 + l, h + I. in this way, 
ai! cases can be excluded except hose in the Table. [] 
(2) There are only finitely many Gi orbits on {ac X2,,,~ l:,,,+ i.,,,.,,,,,,: Fl (x) # 0}. 
Proof. There are only finitely many possibilities listed in the table. [] 
(3) The functions in Table 2 claimed to be non-zero are actually so. 
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Proof. As noted in Theorem 3, Section 3, ~he mapping from X'_,,+t:m+i.m.m.,, to 
k 4 given by r---, (Fl(x),F2(x),F3(x),F4(x)) is surjective. The desired result 
follows from this at once. For example, there must be points x such that 
Fi F2F3 (x) ~ 0 and F4 (x) = 0; the only possibility is when x is of Type (1). [] 
(4) The G-orbits of types (1), (2) and (3) are closed. 
Proof. Let x be of type (2), for example. If the closure of the G-orbit of x 
contained another G-orbit, say that of y, then y would also be of type (2) since 
invariant functions are constant on the closures of orbits. But then, the 
dimension of G.x--dimension of G-y which is impossible. [] 
(5) The only relations between the closures of the G~-orbits in Table 2 are as 
follows. 
(a) The closure of an orbit of type (1) contains an orbit of type (2). 
(b) The closure of an orbit of type (2) contains an orbit of type (3). 
Proof. The argument here is just like that given in the first paragraph of the 
proof of Theorem 7, Section 4, and so we omit it. [] 
(6) The G~-orbits of elements x such that x is of types (I)-(3) have dimen- 
sions dim Gt - !, dim Gt - 2, dim G~ - 3, respectively. 
Proof. Let x E X.,,,,+ i:,,,+ t.,,,.,,,.,,, be such that S,. is non-decomposable. According 
to steps (3) and (5). the function FI does not vanish on cl(Gi • x) - GI • x. But 
each irreducible component of this set is the closure of an orbit of codimension 
I by step (2) and Lemma 4, Section 4. Applying step (5), we see that the only 
possibility is that the boundary orbit is of type (1). A similar argument proves 
the other statements. [] 
(7) The G-stabilizers are as in Table 2; each G~-stabilizer is diagonalizable. 
Proof. Consider type ( ! ). Let g E SL(V) be defined by :d on the first component 
of the direct sum in S, and [il on the second. (Thus, ~[/z'' = 1.) An element 
t E D may be chosen in terms of • so that (g, t) stabilizes x. This shows that 
the Gi-stabilizer of x has dimension at least 1. But we saw in step (6) that the 
dimension of the Gi-stabilizer of .,~ is precisely l. Hence, the G-stabilizer of x, 
which of course is contained in the Gi-stabilizer of x, must be finite. [] 
Steps (1), (3) and (7) show that the information given in Table 2 is correct. 
Steps (4), (5), (6) and (7) prove the next two theorems. 
Theorem I. The G-orbits of those x hav#lg O'pes ( 1 ), (2) and (3) are closed and 
have dimension equal to dim G. 
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Theorem 2. The only rekttions between the closures of the Gi-orbits o]' those x 
listed in Table 2 are as follows. 
(a) The ehJsure of an orbit of type (1) contains an orbit of type (2). 
(b) The closure of an orbit of O,pe (2) contains an orbit of type (3). 
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